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ABSTRACT 

SIBYLLINE AND OTHER POEMS 

Benjamin Renne M.F.A. 

George Mason University, 2017 

Thesis Director: Susan Tichy 

 

Sibylline and Other Poems explores the nature of the visionary and prophetic, as 

pertaining to the Poet’s unique role in literature as the conduit of certain transcendent 

experiences. In Part I, the speaker grapples with prophecy in terms of the immediacy of 

the body and its relation to distortions of time, reality, and memory. Through a 

combination of lyric and prose forms, these poems reveal the speaker’s consciousness to 

be intimately tied to that of the Sibyl’s. Memories of the past and intimations of the 

future fuse together in a strange continuum of the transcendent. In Part II, themes of 

homecoming, nostalgia, movement, and bodies (in various forms, both physical and 

abstract), join the amalgam of visionary motifs. The long poem, “Nostos”, seeks to 

reckon with a fragmented and circuitous history, in which philosophy, religion, politics, 

and the human body become intertwined expressions of the future, past, and present. 
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Once, the future was a continuation of the present. All its changes loomed somewhere 

beyond the horizon. But now the future is a part of the present. 

- Arkady and Boris Strugatsky, Andrei Tarkovsky, Stalker 

 

I am like those children who take a clock apart in order to find out what time is. 

- Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments 

 

Come on you raver, you seer of visions 

- Roger Waters, Shine on You Crazy Diamond 
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I 
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Invocation 
 

Like when we turned  

and saw you, coming home  

at last, the sea  

 

a salt rock between your legs,  

 

so onward you came, and in  

the darkened house 

by the foot of the mountains –  

 

that was where we waited. 

 

And after we ate  

you sang to us  

news from the other side –  

  

 

I have no stomach for any of this. 
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Hypothesis 
 

Part of these particles we left undisturbed. Still others we ripped open, divided, and 

cataloged, shredded leaflets dumped onto a spring pyre. I scrounged through them each 

morning to reveal their electron-dot-diagrams like “little cosmos” buried in a shell buried 

in a shell buried in a shell buried in an egg. I then derived from these painstaking 

experiments that to transfer energy from the husk of one parable to another required 

removing the individual threads of narrative, so that each fraction remained improper and 

unsimplified – in its own world, a complete entity of abstraction. The system began to 

break down. And all the interwoven forms necessitated a messy overhaul, each to each, 

pulling separately at their rough bodies and discarding the leftovers like corpse scraps. 

The results of this experiment, I hope to conclude, will reveal to us [only in the unsure 

moment of triumph] their bloated topographies, dialectics, spectrographs, etc, which in 

turn may resolve themselves into distinct substances. 
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Cassandra Who Weeps in Undulating Prophecy 
 

Beneath the steps of the temple, we began to first grasp the Cogito.  

 

On your body I found the Latium shores, the Cogito all hungry and wet, so that even here 

the Latin you wept abandoned your tongue with the urgency of a six foot line. Sudden 

massive despondency, emulsions of history and mythology. 

 

Amass your sex along the broken walls of Ilium, Daughter of Priam, fleeting Danaan 

blood in your womb. Remember how your ripped dress smelled like the Achaeans? 

That’s where I left you, after Ajax had his way, auburn bangs slick on your forehead. The 

bodies in the city below us heaped enormous like carrion. 

 

My father was a shattered parcel, inverse function of this movement. So I dragged him 

from the sacked city, thick with specters. The Greeks dotted the coastline for kilometers – 

dented copper shields and breastplates already buried beneath dunes buried beneath us. 
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The Golem 
-For Kasriel Sarasohn, 1835-1905 

 

The Medieval rabbis of the Talmud could fashion men from clay. 

 

Dredged and sculpted from the banks of Polish streams, they were the faceless ones 

molded from parts not unlike Adam’s original bones. In a box of holies, velvet wrapped 

and blessed in the stale cinnamon and clove smelling walls of the synagogue, lay their 

source of power – a dried bit of goat skin, inscribed with the seven names of _______. To 

read the words [the holiest of holies] was forbidden, but such was its power that it could 

turn the formless clay to life. Except, of course, on the Sabbath. 

 

Snow falls in the ghettos of Eastern Europe. Behind the walls a pulse, not frantic, but 

purposeful, consumes the Friday afternoon, a pulse to beat the quickening snows and 

sundown. There is a child with a cold face, the fringes of his tzitzit trailing in the dirt, 

knotted threads like knuckles. Beside the road, near his parents’ shop, he huddles over 

wooden toys: a soldier, a horse, a train – a train to take him out of the dusty ghetto walls, 

out along the banks of the Warta, west toward Germany and France, and beyond that – 

America. In the window, ima places the dull silver candlesticks, layers of Sabbath wax 

crusted to the bases. When it’s finally time to leave, the boy will pack these in his 

mother’s wedding tablecloth, alongside the box of holies and his wooden toys. 

 

The train passes north, through Berlin and up along the Elbe, to Hamburg, where a ship is 

found, the hull crammed with Ashkenazim from all across Europe. By the time he reaches 

America, another Friday will pass and the evening will greet him like a bride. 

 

And the boat that clears the dirty Bay waters at the mouth of the Hudson – the homeless 

and tempest-tossed farmers, teachers, businessmen, rabbis, lawyers, doctors, and writers 

– passes beneath Her raised lifeless arm, as the boy bounds himself in tefillin to welcome 

the Sabbath and the setting sun. 
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Sycorax 
 

Called you in the cylinder  

of morning, as 

the sky returned 

these blistering  

locks of rosy-fingered dawn. 

Get high with me –  

divulge your enchantments in blank 

iambs, recall 

the flavor of your waking  

mouth – now breathe it  

into frozen dust  

particles or cometary debris. 

 

Called you again  

last night, masturbated,  

and went to sleep. Sometimes  

it’s only the puzzle  

that keeps me 

awake, counting on my fingers,  

divined by your spells,  

impenetrable –   

faerie circles keep me  

safe, set  

beneath the constellation  

Cetus, the great white whale 

which I can’t even 

find in the suburban  

sky so close  

to D.C. 

 

Venerable witch, you’ve  

taught me  

everything that I know, foil  

of lesser wizards, wrapped  

angelically in your  

own temporal prophecy –  

electric continuum of the 21
st
 

Century, total newness  

of a generation  

culled on internet  

and pornography, irresponsibly birthing 

the Calibans of the future, homicidal  
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and masochistic,  

to fall through  

torrents of stolen 

computer files – mp3, mp4,  

MKV, JPEG, PDF – static current  

running the multiple  

dissections of programs. 

 

Called again, 

looked through Windows 

only to see through, as if  

the curtains drawn  

were to bleach the living  

room in a dusty sunlight – 

mold and sex. 

 

Called you (said it was my last time) 

and daydreamed, 

tuned to the clear electric  

voice of your answering  

machine. This was the reason  

I broke my staff –  

then scattered splinters  

across tiny  

islands in the Mediterranean,  

and ripped the pages from my books  

like an irreverent reprobate.  

 

Called you before  

waking, even in dreams, called  

and syncopated my breathing  

to begin our ritual of  

flaccid contrition, turned up 

the volume and let  

the pulsating rhythm of your  

unanswering  

lull me to sleep. But now that this  

island is empty 

I miss your crippled  

offspring and your dull  

enchantments, broken words  

unable to repair  

absence or the frayed  

edges of my robe. 
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On the Green Tumult We Slept 
 

and envisioned hillsides spread out beneath us, 

curving down with rigid patterns in our bones 

and legs, and all the ants that scrambled about us unseen  

and unrepentant of their Herculean strength sunk back  

into the churned loam, separated from me, my body,  

a private receptacle of experiences,  

to feel suddenly from the sarcophagus of my stomach  

a loose angelic hallelujah beginning to fill my lungs, ecstatic overgrowth 

in Locrian modes, half diminished, 

shorn from my fingertips to yours in electric blue 

energies, which leapt in wide prismatic arcs to reinvigorate 

 

us, while our limp attractions stung like uneven stitches 

from ear to grinning ear, the sky overflowing 

with oranges, with pinks, with reds burnt out by rain, 

with yellows torn from their spectrums, the clouds 

a purple constipation of matter.  

 

My side ached and you 

said – it’s only the weather – where I kissed you a burned 

mark still stuck on your flesh, molten and pulsing, and the sun 

pulled its weight from the sky in slow frames of discolored helixes,  

the light, a burnished overflow, erupted 

across the horizon and curled quietly about the globe. 
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Ah! Sun-flower 
 

Weary of time, you blister in the afternoon, the sun like heaven pressed to your chin. 

  

Weary of time, are you the voice of Blake, of Ginsberg, of God and gods, of marijuana?  

 

Weary of time, your mouth drips anapests.  

 

Weary of time, your petals, a violent halo.  

 

Weary of time, who counts the steps of the sun? 

  

Weary of time, the copper plate molds around you.  

 

Weary of time, and you, my sudden golden sunflower. 
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Sibylline 
 

I. 

At Delphi I breathed the gasses with you, double-bonded hydrocarbons danced through 

our lungs, cyclical inhalations, we crouched over the fissure with bloodshot eyes and 

cotton tongues. 

 

II.  

At Delphi I pulled visions from your mouth and tossed them into a basin at your feet, 

kicked the little statue of Apollo to the floor and crushed it into dust, your womb a nest of 

paradoxes, hermeneutic stillbirths. 

 

III. 

At Delphi I watched you crawl from altar to altar, clothes in sweaty tatters, mouth 

crammed with dactyls and broken lines, spitting unintelligible hexameters, your throat 

opened up and spilled out the universe. 

 

IV. 

At Delphi I cried in your arms, your dress a fabric of tears, a black hole opened up 

between your palms, gravity pulled at the lip of your tomb, an expectant sepulcher, eyes 

pulled apart to see past the illuminated horizon, humid summer winds blew along 

Parnassus’ rocky slopes, winds like breath or hot droplets of lachrymal sweat. 

 

V. 

At Delphi I swore on your body, immobile and sexless in the interminable present, I 

woke in the blunted softness of the temple to see you rocking back and forth beside me, 

the visions unearthed from your stomach like sticky globules. 

 

VI. 

At Delphi I kissed you, lips undone, history moaned, hands searched beneath, your eyes 

opened, oracular, a whisper from cracks in the earth. 

 

VII. 

At Delphi I felt the black hole rip your limbs from their joints, invert your skin against 

itself, splinter your spidery blue veins like rivers across the face of a mountain, crunch 

your knuckle bones into dice, your fingers into wands, your hair into golden threads 

which twist in spindles before Atropos and her shimmering shears. 

 

VIII. 

At Delphi I smelled the prophetic excretions on your breath, stale foretellings burned like 

liquor on the way down, Lethean drafts brewed for the visionary body-high, spine 

tingling, forearm hairs erect, we counted Plato’s shadows in stark groupings on the 

temple walls, while outside Apollo wept to see you comatose. 
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IX. 

At Delphi I listened to the cuts you made along your outer casing, skin slit, a hole opened 

in space-time, multi-dimensional horizons, promulgations of the infinite leaked out from 

under you, pressurized your language into geometric reverberations, charts, graphs, maps, 

spectroscopes, cave-drawings on the walls of your insane-asylum, you institutionalized 

the prophetic. 

 

X. 

At Delphi I theorized the improbable, that you should know the future before it happens, 

that a distortion in time has four dimensions, but poetry expresses [accurately] three at 

best, that the words on your lips are language games, that you are not a prophet, that you 

are a prophet, but not a good one, that you are all these things, that you are none, that you 

are the fine line between futurity and madness. 
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Soon 
 

I’ll return and sing to you, wordless  

edges undefined by brittle tempos.  

 

I’ll hum to you  

snatches of melody, surging  

in the unsure perfection of our bodies.  

 

I’ll sink into your brain, parasitic,  

and cuddle with the back of your retinas.  

 

I’ll heap a few  

misfiring synapses, finger your amygdala, 

so you’ll remember the summer backwards.  

 

And in the silence that follows, I’ll rip even  

the most sensitive meanings from your skull. 
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Clarification of the Origin of the Modern Opposition Between Physicalistic 

Objectivism and Transcendental Subjectivism 
 -After Edmund Husserl 

 

I know 4PM tides, rotting foundations  

a priori, lighthouses as lucid moments, shortened  

hypnogogic hallucinations, limbs 

mustered in waves, allegro movements, 

a sudden heave, suspension – caesura 

 

   // 

 

The seagulls push inland in search  

of food, of fish, a bite to eat, garbage  

cans turned on their side in the wind, 

of salt, of static green-yellow foam, churning  

water – a reduction 

 

   // 

 

I’ve reached an epoché,  

my suspended body  

floats head-up in the brownish waves,  

Atlantic shores of Delaware, the hard coastlines  

where the Lenni Lenape  

first caught a glimpse of sails 

 

   // 

 

It is an entry point, to be thrown  

rotting foundations a priori,  

to be reduced to the coarse sand  

and seagulls, gill-bearing decomposition,  

the swarms flocking lighthouses, which trace  

themselves in circles against the afternoon air 
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Geometric Reverberations 
 

∙ 
An ugly start 

 

—  and/or  → 
Production is a key faculty of the human body, as is progression and change. If we are 

interested in what happens when the body stops producing, it is a sufficient experiment to 

catalog the movements of the body so as to record its inevitable conclusion. A line begins 

as a point and ends as a point, unless otherwise continuing forever 

 

~ 
A subset of the above proposition. Because to assume that all courses we take are 

necessarily straight is to fall into fallacy on what we mean by direct, tangent, infinite, 

etc, and, more importantly does not take into account the following formal systems: 

containment, resolution, rebirth, etc 

 

▲ 
The triangle is only a perfect representation of the body if we assume two axioms: 1. That 

all bodies are political; 2. That there are at least three sides 

 

∎ 
Normalcy means sticks and stones, bike rides, playing dress-up, dirty underwear, your 

mother in her room masturbating. Normalcy, if given enough time, patience, and water, 

can blossom into irregularity 

 

▋ 
A standard deviation on a theme. Remember Ravel’s Bolero and the persistent clarinet 

 

♦ 
As if to view these movements from the side. Distortions in size, shape, magnitude, 

coordinate plane, etc indicate the expansiveness of futures 
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● 
Rational thinking requires logic and knowledge. The Greeks called it logos, literally a 

speech or a word uttered. Draw a circle on this page. It is the shape of the world 
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Orbuculum 
 

Sight 

 

 

  centrifugal –  

 

 

 what amplitude 

 

 

is motionless? 

 

 

 

         Divination 

 

       labyrinthine –  

 

       

 

  

   What  acoustic 

 

  visions  led us 

 

 around  the sun? 

 

 

 

Nonetheless 

 

 she 

 

 grasps 

 

toward it  unhinged 

 

a crystal 

 

  ball. 
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The searing  of it      without 

 

         eyes 

 

 confused her 

 

what lay 

 

 

   suspended 

 

 

 

 

 

  something implicit     ruthless 

 

  what lay      unlikely 

 

  ubiquitous 

 

 

where her 

 

 palms met 

 

 glass 

 

an unlikely   disjunction 

 

 

 

            

          something 

 

    

         like this 

 

          ruthless 

 

         gathering of  clouds 
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wormed 

 

   its way 

 

through 

 

her 

 

  a sequence 

 

 

           spun 

 

          of itself 

 

           a web 

 

          brightly 

 

           future. 

 

Through 

 

it 

 

 she 

 

hatched 

 

 this 

 

oracular  disjunction 

 

or else 

 

 curved 

 

 glass 

 

made spectacle 

 

        pulsed  inside 

 

        a silver globe 
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Now 

 

 

her  palms 

 

 licked 

 

  glass 

 

 

 

a present        enacted this 

 

 future 

         divination 

on 

 

  her 

 

  lips        in tongues 

 

      

 

 

in eyes 

 

      in sweaty  palms 

 

 

         swam 

 

through 

 

this  

 

Cartesian 

 

doubt. 
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Her 

 

 

spine 

 

 a tendril 

 

 

 of forms 

 

 

 

 

her  eyes 

 

 oracular 

 

 the long 

 

cutting 

 

 of luminal 

 

glass 

 

 

    something 

 

 

   like this 

 

    opening up 

 

 

 

 

 

    what lay now 

 

    revealed 

 

     a mass 

 

    of gray  worms     
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riddled 

 

 

 with human 

 

 fingers 

 

 

pale fabric 

 

 

 

 

   draped   over 

 

    the blue  orb 

 

     to conceal 

 

 

 

   what lay 

 

   ubiquitous 

   

intimations 

 

 

 

 

of this  glass 

 

 

  monument 

 

obscured  

   

anonymity 
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as if 

 

 to bestow 

 

a future 

 

 

 brightly 

 

 

         an intimation 

 

         of forms 

 

          acoustic 

 

          visions 

 

 

 

 or else 

 

the natural 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         interface 

 

          between 

 

        consciousness  and 
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the present. 
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Collecting Our Memories From Delphi Into Cold Oneiric Vats 
 

Witness this arrival of tongues, green-hued and prophetic, lick like 

flames in heavy air. You learned the stories of these walls and 

kissed them, singing the names of each precipice, a ceaseless 

rubbing together of limbs. And at night the visions still trickled 

across your retinas, dug their way beneath your fingernails. Now it 

felt strange to leave that earthen awning and emerge into the 

sunlight for the first time in weeks, snow hanging in mid-air like 

icy cobwebs. 

 

Neck bent backwards,  

eyes teetered,  

you peered along the crucial  

hemispheres that divided us,  

 

plunging your hands deep into marginalia.  

 

My mind buzzed  

a choral modulation  

at the touch of your fingers.  

You taught me how to split it in two,  

 

like peeling a tangerine, white string of pith between us. 

 

I think of the future a lot these days, your face ballooning up in my 

periphery. It took me two months to first rend your blistering form 

from my visions, and another two to exhaust the containers with 

our memories. They brimmed with our sticky recollections. Later, I 

still picked eagerly at the scabs and watched the blood dry. 

 

 Yet when we tried to make 

  amends and put the whole    damn  thing 

 

behind us, your mouth contorted 

 and in that moment  

you seemed to harbor a resilient 

 metaphysics, like a dream 

 

    made of two unequal parts. 

 

We festered along the corpus callosum. We lugged our bodies 

through reverie, through the first limp mode of morning –  
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  it’s like digging myself out of a hole, you said –  

 

you shed your exoskeleton blankets, a carnival of twisted 

shells, to reveal this shimmering husk protruding at last 

from your great reliquary. You shuffled along dimly, 

dream-imagery and such still flowing free-form and 

automatic from your half-open mouth. There were words 

we said together, but I’ve already forgotten them, tasting 

our ritual between mouthfuls of lukewarm porridge, your 

stale meal sprinkled with a dew of encrusted blueberries 

that I’d picked from the low mountain bushes. I am only 

now well-acquainted with the smell of morning light 

leaking from your stomach in bursts, unchurned and musty 

in the half-dark hiccup of day. 

 

While arranging these forms into stone basins or worse [plastic 

Tupperware], we began to notice the rough trajectory of our 

recollections, a heap of wet loam weighing down on us, still rancid 

with that earthy appeal, still ablaze with that quantum suggestion. 

When it all overflowed our hands became drenched with slime, 

radioactive isotopes, blisters, and visions. 

 

Your spinal cord broke 

under the weight of it. 

 

Your fingers peeled 

apart at the seams. 

 

 And the modal resolution 

 made our eyes swim 

 circles in the hallucinogenic 

 

 miasma, our mouths 

 overcome with a heavy 

 and unwanted dryness. 

 

Ontology has always been a sore spot for us, like your sloppy use 

of narrative and punctuation to demarcate all the boundaries you 

once deemed necessary to pull apart.  

 

Frankly, the way you abused language made me sick. 

 

Although the frequencies were distorted, the songs we played for 

each other streamed through our two-inch speakers, mixing with 
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the dullness of cosmic background radiation. They harangued off 

our eardrums, trills and harmonic dissonances. The form was 

modal, but the solos we improvised were just strings of Dorian 

clichés –  

 

  so many 

  sour notes 

 

   we couldn’t find the bridge 

   until it had come and gone. 

 

And when we talked of prophecy, words like –  

 

 

 expectant 

 

    dream-state 

 

binary 

 

      movement 

 

 

always seemed so certain. I imagined  

Telemachus standing like us,  

positioned in anticipation. 

 

On the other side of Parnassus, the sun gasped, and simultaneously 

you unstuck yourself from the prophetic cracks, nightmares 

drooling down your face. All around you they huddled, anxious of 

a word dropped as a still radiant reverberation of forms –  

 

 to fill the air, 

  to predict a game of non-zero sums. 

 

They stared at you, dripped gloomy anticipation like sweat-

droplets from their beards. Even on their dim faces you could trace 

the outline of your words, furrowed etchings against the cavern 

walls, the way their clothes hung disjointed on their bodies, their 

bones writhing beneath sun-copper skin. The cracks behind you 

simmered and hissed, and in your heart you despised those 

expectant forms. Yours was a lyric methodology of futures they 

would never understand. 
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When I bent down to offer you 

a drink of goats’ milk, I felt 

your skin, paper-cracked 

 and fissured from the cold. 

 

The basin of water 

 beside you had chilled 

 

when the day sloughed off, milk  

pooled on your chin. I’d remind you 

again of the words you sang to me,  

but I’ve already forgotten. 

 

The walk from the base of the mountain enfolded our skin in 

radiant homesickness, the smell of this newness on our breath, the 

Tigris far in the distance, beyond the sea, flowing in seam with the 

Euphrates, the entire river valley lit up and breathing, the network 

of spirals and inexhaustible pathways which irrigated our lungs, 

the bright orange sun which glazed our bodies. These things passed 

between us, almost too still among the frayed rocks and generative 

sea below. We dreamed our way across the Mediterranean. 

 

In sleep, our reveries of home  

were silent, these frail articles  

 

just barely pieced together  

from the past –  

 

a body  

 

a framework  

 

a gestalt. 

 

We’re even pointed in that vague direction. The warm light 

trickled so soon now since its setting that the memory of it 

pirouetted on our skin. Above us the prophecies waited, stretched 

out along the cavern walls like hieroglyphics. These were the first 

dreams we spent away from home, enshrouded in the mountain, 

filling our eyes to the brim and sucking the moisture from our 

throats. 
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So soft, the still mountain air. 
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II 
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Preludium 
 

- in the morning we woke and began the tedious preparations 

for later 

- the sibilance ripped against our ears  

- the implicit attributes clung to our literary devices 

- the hum energetic 

- as if to heed the brooding elasticity of the moment 

- tired and hungry 

- the day stretched out before us in all the unfamiliar hues 

which we have only now grown accustomed to 

- while the ones we had practiced beforehand bled into the 

thick stars we painted 

- the sky in purple ambience 

- constellations formed vast networks 

- a latticework tumbled into being 

- and the sudden formalization of our logic left a crude and 

bitter taste in our mouths 

- so we repositioned our bodies to better anticipate the 

metamorphosis 

- these fundamental limbs, apertures, layers, etc. 

- the predictions were inevitably rough at first 

- and everything seemed so disjointed 
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- you had a far-away look in your eyes when you thought of 

home 

- and later you announced your return on all immediate 

digital platforms 

- it became an event, a homecoming 

 

- somewhere, beyond the sea, Telemachus is waiting 

- his body rests  

- but there is always this movement 

- this coming-forth-out-of 

- there is a shifting presence of methodologies 

- it all evolves, as if at once, from this rigid type of 

prediction 

 

- so we became seers in our own right 

- and we played little memory games and tried our hand at 

guessing 

- like when you read me the OS patch-notes in a deep 

monotone voice  

- you reminded me of the Sybil 

- the lyrics we copied down onto loose-leaf paper after the 

flipping of Tarot 
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- the five-day forecast we taped to the refrigerator 

- the notes we set for our future-selves on Post-Its and 

iPhone reminders 

- the dactyls we broke across six metric feet 

- so that by this point, a singular expression of the present 

could easily be confused with a catalog of futures 

- and movements 

- and the echoes that we’ll remember were just hallucinations 
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Nostos 
 

I. 

 

- the end is couplets continuous 

-  one moving forth out of itself toward an opening 

- as if to be resolved 

- one is a fragment, two a hypothesis 

- from what politics of place did we emerge? 

- the suburbs like sidewalk cracks severed our thinking 

- and the sun held our bodies in suspended animation 

- a small hibernal heat 

- to resolve a tenuous balance between these ruptures 

- smoothing over takes time 

- to ease out the knots of substance 

- to sift through particles 

- there is always the anticipation of metamorphosis 

- burrowed inside of you 

- the sunlight in fragments, edges emitted 

- it pushes outward 

- this movement of politics 

- now that the claims have been refuted all that’s left are 

axioms 
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- a poet is simply someone who cares about the future 

-        the 

-               future 

-   is 

-       simpl[e] 

 

- one sure way to test the reality of these statements is to wet 

your finger and hold it above your head 

- this is a type of prediction 

- there is something naturalistic in our orientation 

- and the way we knew the rain would fall when it did was 

through a naïve algorithm of guess-work 

- a shallow sort of prescience 

- our faces upturned and wet  

- anticipation gleamed on the prow of our ship 

- the crickets with bleary voices witnessed our arrival while 

the rest of the street was asleep in the still cold dark 

- to find we’ve reached home already 

- static oozed through the suburbs in triumphant voltages, 

electrifying our split ends and shaking loose dim parcels 

from our brains  

- we remembered summer by a series of loose rules 
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- take your brother with you 

- back before the lamp-posts turn on 

- call if you’re staying for dinner 

- this side of the bike path 

- to ensure it becomes law 

- or rather, to ensure its longevity 

- we wrote it down 

- at first in tentative shaking hands where the lines made 

jagged precipices of the page 

- and the letters themselves were debased – chicken scratch 

- by the time we had perfected it the stars had come down in 

swaths, pelting our limbs like rain 

- red in the unearthly dissonance of supergiants 

- we petered toward explosion 

- endless and emotionless 

- we couldn’t reconcile the astronomy anymore  

- the values had simply become too large 

- but the normative system we’d discovered helped us to 

remember the future like ugly caricatures 

- nose too long, puss-dried protuberance bubbling out from 

underneath blackheads and oily popcorn skin, fiery 
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splotches, fissure-ridden hands dried-out and peeling, ears 

too small, forehead like a bulbous package 

 

- the shamans offered you a rancid tea which you drank in 

several burning mouthfuls 

- it coaxed visions out of your body in huge harmonic thrusts 

- your stomach heaved, spilling onto the ground 

- sinking into the earth like water 

- to ensure it becomes tradition, we practiced the same 

vowels over and over again 

- we began to feel comfortable in the uneasy tension of 

assonance 

- the practiced syllogisms 

- the hyperbole of forms 

- I reverberate the present 

 

- already you can feel it burrowing inside you, deeper 

through the shallow tubes of your body 

- a symbiont depends on another for sustenance 

- a shallow sort of prescience 

- the long disjointed moment  
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- when we gained sight of Ithaca and the acropolis, which 

seemed so worn and crumbled since we first left 

- I could feel your body, worn and erotic 

- containing certain political absolutes: the way the water 

moves  

- these determinate boundaries as fractures 

- the suction of wind against the boat 

- here, the tidal bulge, erotic 

- your body a tenuous frieze 

 

- the ancient Roman people described an ownership over the 

Mediterranean, calling it Mare Nostrum: Our Sea 

- together, if we try hard enough, we too can own something 

- this is not a prediction, but more of an assurance 

- finality is expressed through certain apertures of movement 

- synaptic reversals  

- hemispheres pecking at each other 

- a ceaseless rubbing together of limbs 

- in the way our bodies met the ocean 

- once upon a time, when our bodies met 

- remember the first dreams we spent away from home? 
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- the major theoretical shift is in viewing nostalgia properly 

as the first true moment of homesickness 

- so we made a language for the purpose of writing long 

multi-paged letters on the backs of advertisements and 

toilet paper and whatever else we had lying around 

- we’d mark them in the corner with the wrong date so 

they’d arrive a week after our return 

- this was not a coincidence, but more of an assurance 

- to continue the rhetorical momentum  

- the second axiom is the simplest and sweetest 
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- in the first writing of the thing there is no you 

-     the 

-        you 

-          is 

-     the 

-            thing 

-         

-        

 [concealed] 

 

- this speaks to the most primal forms of creativity 

- not the sprawling letters, which seemed so cramped and 

paraplegic, but the first stories to be whispered in our ears 

- while the wolves who guarded us made slow infrequent 

circles around the fire, pulling at scraps and howling at the 

forms 

- their stomachs no longer ached in the dark months 

- and in return we no longer slept dreamless 

- the exchanges we made ensured our domesticity to each 

other 

- the Atlantic trembled and we looked toward America as the 

vision of that great disturbance 
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- the poet called to us from across the water 

- remember Orc?  

- serpent-form’d, stand[ing] at the gate of Enitharmon 

- Orc, wreath’d round the accursed tree 

- I’ve already forgotten 

- the times are ended 

- America is dark’ned 

- we woke to find the kitchen table set and a note on the 

fridge 

- it was January and Inauguration Day was only a week away 

- Barack Obama was to be sworn-in and we, together, 

anticipated the mutable atmosphere 

- it felt good to occupy that boundary 

- it reminded us of the fruit stand by the border, with the 

peaches and ears of white Delaware corn 

- and it reminded us of this coming together in the past 

- when we sang like children and the waves parted 

- we saw fire in the distance and we called it holy names 

- the mountain we finally came to seemed inaccessible to our 

homesick eyes 

- so we dreamed again of Egypt 
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II. 

- close your eyes and see the movement 

- beginning like the rest, it shuffles, binary and momentous 

- a step back 

- even in inaction there is movement 

- but those of us who lacked a certain precognition for the 

rules of the game puttered out before too long 

- tired and hungry 

- it moves always toward rebirth 

- to ensure it becomes habitual 

- I walk so that the arches of my feet overlap the cement 

cracks in the sidewalk 

- to know that even in the obscured longing of shadows there 

exist definitive boundaries beneath us 

- remember the July day when the summer stretched out in 

either direction? 

- there’s a point where we met, bodies collided 

- this coming together in the past 

- one toward Spring, the other a spiral arm 

- the practiced syllogisms 

- I’ve already forgotten 
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- we walked in tandem as if to occupy the same place at the 

same time 

- remember Heraclitus? 

- secret hero of these poems 

- we stretched out our legs on the bed to overcome the 

complications of sex 

- two bodies occupied the same place at the same time 

- synaptic reversals 

- we stepped into the river together 

- an impossibility 

- an amalgam of distortions 

- I reverberate the present 

 

- likewise, you’ve forgotten where to begin 

- a look, a break, disjunctions 

- shapes fill out in lines 

- excerpts and contrasts 

- the red and white colonies shorn by the familiar stench of 

disease 

- starvation is our methodology of choice 

- remember Blake? 

- I see thee in thick clouds and darkness on America’s shore 
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- America assumes your body as its modus operandi 

- devourer of thy parent, now thy unutterable torment renews 

- America bleats 

- tired and hungry 

- America groans under the pressure 

- it culminates in erotic dialogues 

- Aristophanes saw sex as a circle 

- resolution only in the unsure perfection of our bodies 

- as if to be diminished 

- the past was recollected in moments which we only later 

discerned as present 

- or in other words, the American dream is one continuous 

orgy and the politics of it are only recalled on waking 

- in that same moment the Hellenic spirit overwhelmed the 

Mediterranean 

- close your eyes and see the movement 

- the struggle of the Aegean accumulating via fisheries and 

alphabets, turbulent oral mythologies 

- the polis, a worn vestment of those Ionian shores 

- politics appeared as that which contains a moving forward 

into discrete energies, ranges, multitudes, etc. 

- likewise your body is a commodity 
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- likewise I reverberate the present 

 

- remember Helen? 

- after all that confusion you never trusted my poetry again 

- we remembered summer because otherwise it made no 

sense to remember winter 

- that place which contained us and our multisyllabic 

emanations 

- it was then we expressed movement as a cautious kind of 

stagnation 

- our bodies can be expressed in only so many terms 

- naked and shriveled, writhing wispy things 

- I sometimes remember stories differently 

 

- you practiced calculating the speed of light as it pierced 

through various substances 

- we knew the end points before we began 

- so the numbers came easy to us 

- equidistant politics of motion 

- and plugged the rest into Excel sheets, which we cataloged 

according to the Library of Congress Classification System 

- we followed the trajectory which took us the least time 
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- but to arrive home again involved some shedding of light 

envisioned as one gigantic turbulent motion 

- close your eyes and see the movement, the crust undulating 

in waves 

- one tectonic motion, one great thrust forward 

- into this sense of homecoming 

- America is that same shadow of Albion 

- so we accumulated hegemonies like trinkets sunk in 

moonlight 

- and the stars we navigated by made distorted specters on 

the water 

- so that the structure of the problem was in the coming-

forth-out-of 

- the system was this purposeful movement 

- ideal and constructed 

 

- remember that bodies are always political 

- and movement can be thought of as a kind of dance 

 

- it was Nietzsche who first envisioned a dancing God, who 

made way for Stravinsky 
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- The Firebird is not rebirth in the Modernist sense, but 

rather a containment of forms, a dissolution of 

enchantments, etc. 

- here at last the volta 

- here at last the rhetorical climax of your body 

- our bodies, American 

- I welcome the movement, the transcendence of the moment 

- alive and throbbing, the third axiom arrives with the 

[relative] dynamics subito forte 
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- the movement of a landmass is contained within its own 

political boundaries 

- the 

- political 

-        is 

-                        its 

-             own 

-       boundar[y] 

 

- so by the time we remembered what the crossing-over 

entailed we had already forgotten it 

- an accretion of forms 

- a building up of dissatisfied bodies 

- the trip stretched outward from your eyes in all directions, 

streamed in simultaneity 

- while your hands clutched at the oily ground, cramped with 

the weight of visions 

- innumerable corridors of the imagination 

- we began to collide historically 

- when finally the French flags appeared at the mouth of the 

York River the system began its long stuttering hiccup 

forward 
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- remember that all bodies, even water, are political 

- and what is more American than a river? 

 

- you seem always to be changing 

- the force felt here is didactic 

- yet there is even more to be learned from the syncopation 

- we sat beside each other on the couch and played back the 

recordings we had made, failing at first to properly take 

account of certain indelible blemishes 

- the distortion in our voices 

- the tilt and swoop of pitch 

- echoes in the faint feedback loop 

- it reminded us of the conversions we juggled in our heads, 

analog to digital and back again 

- of solipsism and the conservation of matter, which is of 

course energy 

- of the sloppy arithmetic that had gotten us this far, the 

algebra we avoided 

- it reminded us of marijuana and the little black flakes of 

sage which tore apart the universe 

- it reminded us of bodies 
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- of glass frameworks whose only purpose was to refract 

light in prismatic streaks  

- and it reminded us of the aching we used to listen for in our 

music, when the records became too digital to play properly 

- the rough vinyl scratching muted in the crispness of the 

perfect audio file 

- out of which poured our hunger 

- the sudden awakening as if from a long desired hibernal 

ontology 

- it pushed itself out of the confused mist 

- America revolted, is always revolting 

- to see at last a divination of historical variables 

- an algebra of politics 

- a certain lateral movement which can be expressed only in 

the unexpected surge of nationalistic spirit 

- that movement deceived us, made us into confused half-

entities 

- de-boned our rough limbs and split our bodies along the 

unending sidewalk, cracks in the cement 
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III. 

- the beginning felt natural 

- recall the divergent forms from which we emerged 

- the cocoon we stitched in fragmented layers of sunlight and 

trace amounts of carbon and oxygen 

- we moved always toward rebirth 

- it felt good to occupy that boundary 

- but now we’re positioned back again 

- in the familiar sense of the word 

- we are homebound 

- movement is always this returning 

- America bulges with it 

- an accretion of forms 

 

- now that our bodies are more accustomed to each other, we 

look toward Mars as the natural progression from the Moon 

- our sight splayed outward 

- the astronomical tension of empty space soothed the 

implicit anxieties in our waking consciousness 

- we remembered it as a dream 

- so that home arose out of this green sickening tumult 

- the sky lit up with the main sequence of stars 
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- we expressed our indecision as a series of spectrographs 

- and the frequency with which we told stories began to pull 

apart the fringes of the very settings we constructed 

- erasures made us comfortable 

- we ignored everything else, all the external stimuli which 

we rose to greet in fragments 

- meanwhile, the light from our computers was blue and 

sterile 

- metaphysics taught us patience 

- but at terminal velocities the boundaries no longer made 

sense to our eyes 

- the system began to break down 

- philosophy is a language of inappropriate modifiers 

- syntactically, it creates confusion, a sense of stretching out 

- in the refutation there was a climax, but it was mostly 

rhetorical 

- so that when the wind pulled at the fleshy strings of our 

bodies we felt it again and again 

- echoes and a pulse 

- likewise your body 

- likewise I reverberate the present 
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- every day our speculations seemed to ring truer and truer 

- not prophecies but mere hunches 

- water is that system of movement 

- that reverberating form  

- likewise your body yearns for home 

- all inactive bodies are merely anticipatory 

- if the syntax is still confusing, try it another way 
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- anticipation is a form of dynamism 

-         form 

-             is 

[always] 

-            dynami[c] 

 

- this fourth axiom is more of a platitude 

- remember the Euthyphro? 

- you enjoyed placing definite articles before the people you 

loved 

- you once let me in on the secret but 

- I’ve already forgotten 

- there was a kind of uncomfortable resignation in your voice 

whenever we’d do philosophy just after sex 

- inactive and unconquerable 

- the differences were theoretical at first, but now it’s unclear 

- again the contrasts, disjunctions 

- our changing bodies are only imminent if Spring still has 

meaning 

- so the metamorphosis has already begun then 

- slowly and awkwardly at first, then gaining speed and 

assurance 
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- there was a point at which our bodies began to change too 

rapidly for history to keep up, let alone the human eye 

- and Ithaca, which was once just a memory, hurtled itself 

into being 

- here it assumed its condition of Gerwofenheit, what 

Heidegger calls – thrownness 

- remember Heidegger? 

- it was more of an assurance 

- on the far bank of Lethe we met the other poets 

- dear father, graybeard 

- remember Jamestown?  

- It was there that I broke my staff and buried it beneath the 

neat hills of tobacco 

- at Chingachgook’s feet I laid my books to rest 

- in the Powhatan tongue we longed for home 

- it was the first true complication of our bodies 

- before that, we were still counting in minutes and 

everything seemed to go by us so slowly 

- remember there is always this movement 

- we approximated a dance 

- it filled our bodies, made us anxious for Spring 
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- meanwhile we tried to forget about the altar, cold and 

impending 

- through private gestures we practiced solipsism and tried to 

guess what the other was thinking 

- over and over again we danced 

- the noise gradually faded, as if in a soundtrack  

- which left us with this structural framework 

- as inefficient as the language you invented for your stories 

- you left me the ground bits of earth 

- a dried pulp of bones and a seeing stone 
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IV. 

- enough idealism for the time being 

- the fifth  and final axiom is coarse, but accurate, and 

necessarily so 
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- the poet is only realized in the being-removed 

 

 

 

 

 

- strange how water can change like that 

- the clouds, which gave no clear sign of the future to our 

untrained eyes, made the air taste metallic and the 

metaphors in our chests feel heavy 

- we bobbed along for a while, not thinking of anything in 

particular and avoiding the things that would really get us 

too touchy 

- when you came downstairs your eyes were bloodshot, dank 

and throbbing, while the light that came in through the 

window distorted in violent beams 

- overjoyed in the exuberance of America 

- we parsed the argument to reflect that aforementioned 

yearning  

- visions of the prophets sitting awkward and heavy on the 

corridors of poetry 

- Song of My [Ugly] Self 
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- the hours you spent streaming television made sense to me 

in a new formulation of knowledge 

- your body exploded with epistemologies 

- bent over and retching, your posture recalled the Sibyl in 

her multifocal range of vision 

- your hands clutched the periphery of the toilet 

- your sight streamed in simultaneity 

- peering across the ocean, as if to delineate the land   

- but home is not that far away 

- we’re even pointed in that vague direction 

- and it complicates our bodies in unpredictable ways, like 

the wind, sudden and tenuous 

- or in the way the grass sings beneath us, where our heavy 

imprints stamped down the fields and our legs made circles 

through the dead stalks 

- or in the static of the sky, when we knew that these stars 

could be described in both Arabic and Greek but we chose 

different meeker languages instead 

- or in the hardness of the frozen ground, which seemed to 

resist at all times the clumsy purchase of gravity 

- or in other small ways 

- the night drawing in sooner and staying longer 
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- in the garish immediacy of the Internet it all appears 

anachronistic and childish 

- to be so far from home 

- and still there is always this movement, this hungering 

- where are the shores of Ithaca? 

 

- but that that was the practicality of it 

- and the crude disconnectedness of it all made us cringe 

- we muttered to ourselves and the same private messages 

bounced back, recoiling against our uncertain 

epistemologies 

- consider briefly the formulae which push us toward home 

- lest we abandon all pragmatism 

- the body is merely a function of this movement 

- never is the body ontically certain the way the ship or 

masts are 

- always it is contained within the subject 

- always it is contained within these possibilities 

- and always the direction is homeward 

- we are in this way ontically bound to each other 

- remember Telemachus?  
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- positioned in anticipation, his yearning is directed toward 

the sea 

- now that our bodies have become the culmination of 

perpetuity 

- the ruptured nature of it means that reading and re-reading 

become necessary acts of precognition 

- to know the thing before it happens 

- as before 

- smoothing over takes time 

- and returning becomes a movement of repetitions and 

disjunctions 

- recall the dance 

- this elastic moment collided around the edges of our 

consciousness 

- it pushed itself out of the confused mist 

- this endless reverberation 

- this catalog of futures 

- and movements 
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V. 

- exiting your body, it leaves in its place this hollow 

- and the sudden absence of the thing reminds you of Spring 
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